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Scroll rings are three-dimensional excitation waves rotating around one-dimensional filament loops. In

experiments with the Belousov-Zhabotinsky reaction we show that the collapse of these loops can be

stopped by local pinning to only two unexcitable heterogeneities. The resulting vortices rotate around

stationary but curved filaments. The absence of filament motion can be explained by repulsive interaction

that counteracts the expected curvature-induced motion. The shape and key dependencies of the stationary

filaments are well described by a curvature-flow model with additive interaction velocities that rapidly

decrease with filament distance.
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Many nonequilibrium systems self-organize macro-
scopic structures from the interactions at the atomic or
molecular level. The emergence of this dynamic order
often reveals fundamental universalities that span through
physics, chemistry, and biology. A prominent example is
rotating vortex structures. They occur in systems such
as type II superconductors [1], superfluids like 4He [2],
Bose-Einstein condensates [3], and chemical as well as
biological reaction-diffusion (RD) media.

Spiral waves in two-dimensional RD systems have been
observed in system as diverse as catalytic surface reactions
[4] and colonies of giant honey bees [5]. They have parti-
clelike features and carry a topological charge that controls
short-range interaction, annihilation, as well as the forma-
tion of intricate bound states [6–8]. Scroll waves are the
three-dimensional analogs of spiral waves [9]. By compari-
son, scroll waves are clearly understudied and numerous
fundamental questions concerning their dynamics remain
unanswered. In addition, they exist in important systems
such as the model organism Dictyostelium [10], possibly
the cerebral cortex [11], and the human heart [12] where
they induce tachycardia and sudden cardiac death [13,14].

Scroll waves rotate around one-dimensional phase sin-
gularities called filaments. The velocities of these curves
are well described by the product of their local curvature
and a system-specific constant called the filament tension
� [15]. Accordingly, circular filament loops collapse in
finite times (�> 0). Furthermore, their motion can be
influenced by variations in rotation phase (twist) and by
external perturbations such as stationary temperature gra-
dients and electric fields [16,17]. Of great fundamental
interest is the interaction of filaments, which should be
dynamically richer than the interaction of pointlike spiral
cores. To date, however, only a few computational studies
have addressed this phenomenon. For instance, Bray
and Wikswo showed that mirror-image-like pairs of scroll
rings attract or repel each other with distance-dependent
velocities that are well described by the difference of two

Yukawa potentials [18]. Furthermore, Gabbay et al.
showed that, in the complex Ginzburg-Landau equation,
local attraction between scroll waves can induce filament
reconnections [19]. The interaction should also be relevant
to turbulence arising from negative filament tension [20]
and could explain intermittently forming triple filament
strands [21].
In this Letter, we report the first experimental evidence

for filament interaction in an excitable reaction-diffusion
system. Our results reveal the formation of vortex struc-
tures in which neighboring filament branches are stationary
despite strong curvature. The experimental preparation of
these states relies on recent advances that allow the pinning
of scroll waves to inert and impermeable heterogeneities
[22–24]. A comparison with curvature-flow simulations
yields quantitative information on the distance-dependence
of filament interaction.
Our experiments employ the autocatalytic Belousov-

Zhabotinsky (BZ) reaction [9] which is a frequently
studied model for spiral and scroll waves in excitable RD
systems. The reaction system consists of a bottom gel
layer and a top liquid layer (each 4 mm thick). The initial
concentrations in the two layers are essentially identi-
cal: ½H2SO4� ¼ 0:16 mol=L, ½NaBrO3� ¼ 0:04 mol=L,
½malonic acid� ¼ 0:04 mol=L, and ½FeðphenÞ3SO4� ¼
0:5 mmol=L. Also, at the given gel composition
(0:8% w=v agar), all diffusion coefficients are expected
to be homogeneous. The filament tension in this system
is � ¼ 1:4� 10�5 cm2=s and does not depend on the layer
height h for h ¼ 4 mm and above. During the gelation
process, we embed two spherical glass beads halfway into
the gel. After completion of gelation, we add the liquid
layer and, using the tip of a silver wire, initiate a chemical
wave at the midpoint between the beads. Then the solution
is agitated which creates a homogeneous, excitable upper
layer but does not affect the expansion of a half-spherical
wave in the gel. Once the wave reaches the beads, we stop
the mechanical agitation and all fluid flow ceases.
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Subsequently, the rim of the half-spherical wave curls up
into the top layer and nucleates a scroll ring pinned to the
glass beads [23]. We monitor the experimental system with
a CCD camera (equipped with a dichroic blue filter)
mounted over the BZ system. Wave patterns can be ob-
served for more than six hours. Image contrast results from
the absorption of light by the chemically reduced catalyst.
All experiments are carried out at 21:5 �C.

Figure 1 shows a representative example of a scroll ring
stabilized by pinning to two spherical heterogeneities.
Bright and dark areas correspond to dynamically excited
and excitable regions, respectively. The largest portion
of the wave field propagates in an outward direction;
however, within the central region, the waves move in-
wards and collide in Fig. 1(b) along the horizontal line that
connects the two beads. The beads can be discerned as two
bright disks while the smaller, dark spots are gas bubbles
formed by the reaction product CO2. For the given system,
a free scroll ring of this initial radius (R0 ¼ 0:39 cm)
collapses and self-annihilates within R2

0=ð2�Þ ¼ 91 min .
The images in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b), however, show the
vortex structure 2 min and 200 min after initiation. This
stabilization occurs only above a critical distance of
�crit ¼ 6 mm between the pinning bead centers. In addi-
tion, we found that the bead radius has to exceed a critical
value of Rcrit � 0:5 mm to pin the filament. Additional

experiments reveal that the latter value is similar to the
characteristic core radius (0.4–0.5 mm) of unpinned, two-
dimensional spiral waves in this BZ system.
Figure 1(c) shows the reconstructed filament (open small

circles) for the vortex in Fig. 1(b). The two large circles
indicate the pinning spheres. The stationary filament is
clearly deformed from its initial circular shape and well
approximated by the arc-shaped lines which are the result
of model calculations (see later sections). The structure in
Figs. 1(b) and 1(c) results from a continuous relaxation
process which is illustrated by the time-space plot in
Fig. 1(d). The latter figure consists of a stack of consecu-
tive image profiles that we obtained along the bright
(yellow) line in Fig. 1(a). Time evolves in the downward
direction. The two intersections of the filament with the
line appear in Fig. 1(d) as �-shaped kinks which corre-
spond to points of abrupt change in the wave direction.
From these data one can readily obtain the position and

time-dependent filament distance dðx; tÞ. Notice that the
x-axis connects the pinning sites and x ¼ 0 denotes their
midpoint [see Fig. 1(c)]. Figure 2 shows three representa-
tive examples of the maximal filament distance dð0; tÞ. The
examples differ in the distance � between the pinning
beads and also in the initial value d0. For a perfectly
circular, initial filament � ¼ d0. The experimental data
are well described by compressed exponentials of the form

dð0; tÞ ¼ dss þ ðd0 � dssÞe�ðt=�Þ� ; (1)

where dss, �, and � denote the maximal filament distance
in the stationary state, a characteristic relaxation time, and
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FIG. 1 (color online). Snapshots of a pinned scroll wave
(a) 2 min and (b) 200 min after initiation. The spherical obstacles
are 7.8 mm apart and 0.93 mm in radius. Field of view 20�
20 mm2. (c) Measured position of the stationary filament (small
circles) and the corresponding simulations based on Eq. (2)
(solid lines). The large circles represent the pinning spheres.
(d) Space-time plot for the experiment in (a, b) extracted along
the center line (yellow) in (a). Time evolves in the downward
direction spanning 227 min. Arrows denote the times at which
the snapshots (a) and (b) were recorded.
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FIG. 2. Kinetics of the filament distance dðx; tÞ as measured
halfway (x ¼ 0) between the pinning sites. The smooth curves
are fits with compressed exponentials. Distance between beads:
6.1 mm (squares), 6.4 mm (circles), and 7.0 mm (triangles). Bead
radius: 1 mm in all three experiments.
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the compression exponent, respectively. Notice that this
result differs profoundly from the dynamics of unpinned,

circular filaments which are known to obey dðtÞ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

d20 � 8�t
q

[16,25]. Analyses of numerous data sets

yielded an average � value of about 1.4 and relaxation
times � in the range of 30 to 140 min. The stationary
filament distance dss, however, depends strongly on the
bead distance � and the bead radius R. Figure 3 shows that
dss increases with increasing values of � but decreases
with increasing bead radii. These results also show that the
eccentricity of the stationary, lens-shaped filament is larg-
est for large beads but only mildly affected by the bead
distance.

Another experimental observable is the angle� between
the two filament branches close to the bead surface. Notice
that filaments are expected to terminate at no-flux bounda-
ries in the normal direction. Very strong repulsion could
drive the filaments to antipodal points (� ¼ 180�) while
weaker repulsion would yield smaller� values. Figure 4(a)
shows the steady-state values of � as a function of � for a
constant bead radius of R ¼ 1:0 mm. We find that �ss

increases with increasing anchor distances and then satu-
rates at an angle of about 140� for distances above 10 mm.
The data in Fig. 4(b) show that �ss decreases with increas-
ing anchor radii. The meaning of the continuous lines and
the inset in Figs. 3 and 4 will be explained in the following.

The existence of a stationary filament state suggests a
mechanism that counteracts the curvature-induced motion
of the filament. In other words, every point along the
filament must experience an additional velocity contribu-
tion that fully balances the velocity of the free curvature
flow.We propose that this velocity is generated by thewave-
mediated interaction between the two filament arches. We
further assume that this interaction velocity Vi is a function
of the position-dependent filament distance dðx; tÞ. To study

whether this mechanism could explain the observed
stationary solutions and specifically their dependencies on
key experimental parameters, we modify the classical de-

scription of free filament motion ds=dt ¼ ð�N̂þ �B̂Þk,
where s, t, �, N̂, and B̂ denote the filament’s position
vectors, time, local curvature, unit normal vector, and unit
binormal vector, respectively. This kinematic model has
been shown to be in excellent agreement with experimental
data [16,25] and can be derived from reaction-diffusion
equations in the limit of small curvature and twist [15,26].
In addition, we reported earlier that for the given BZ
medium motion in the binormal direction is negligible
(� � 0) [23]. Because the initial filament in our experi-
ments is planar and there is no evidence for pinning-induced
deformations out of the initial filament plane, we limit our
model to a two-dimensional description. For the specific
model equation we choose one of the simplest possibilities

ds

dt
¼ ð��� ViÞN̂: (2)

Notice that the latter equation ignores potentially relevant
factors such as the relative rotation phase of the filament
branches, the angle between their tangential vectors, as well
as the position and shape of the collision surface between
their wave fields. We also limit our discussion to filament
pairs of opposite, rotational orientation which corresponds
to the situation in our experiments.
Based on the known behavior of two-dimensional vor-

tices in excitable media, one can expect that the interaction
velocity ViðdÞ decays rapidly with increasing distances
between the filament branches and should become irrele-
vant at distances above 1.5–2 vortex wavelengths. One can
further speculate that Vi changes sign at a much shorter
distance because the stationary states in Fig. 1 are caused
by a repulsive interaction while at very short distances
filaments can mutually annihilate and possibly reconnect.
In the following, we consider three simple functions:
Coulomb-like behavior Vi;H ¼ �H=d, exponential decay
Vi;E ¼ vE expð�kEdÞ, and the difference between two
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FIG. 4 (color online). Angle between the stationary filament
branches close to the pinning surface as a function of (a) the
distance between the spherical heterogeneities and (b) the het-
erogeneity radius. In (a) the heterogeneity radius R is kept
constant at 1.0 mm; in (b) � is 6:8� 0:15 mm. The curves
show numerical results based on Eq. (2) and three different
interaction functions (see Fig. 3).
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FIG. 3 (color online). Stationary filament distance dss as a
function of (a) the distance between the spherical heterogeneities
� and (b) their radius R. In (a) the heterogeneity radius R was
kept constant at 1.0 mm; in (b) � was 6:8� 0:15 mm. The
curves show numerical results based on Eq. (2) and distance-
dependent interaction velocities described by the difference of
two Yukawa potentials (thin solid line, red), an exponential
function (dashed line, blue), and inverse proportionality (thick
solid line, black). The three functions are shown in the inset.
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independent Yukawa potentials Vi;Y ¼�Y1
expð�kY1

dÞ=
d��Y2

expð�kY2
dÞ=d. All �’s and k’s as well as vE will

be treated as fitting parameters. Only Vi;Y can change sign.

Notice that Vi;Y was originally suggested by Bray and

Wikswo for the description of interacting scroll ring pairs
in an Oregonator model of the BZ reaction [18].

We numerically integrate Eq. (2) for all points along the
filament using forward Euler integration and employ half
circles of diameter � as initial conditions for s. After each
iteration, the curve is reparametrized to maintain a constant
arclength resolution of 25 �m. The integration time step
is 25 ms. The boundary conditions enforce that the fila-
ments terminate in the normal direction to the edge
of the pinning, circular anchors. Fitting of our experimen-
tal data to these functions yields best agreement for
�H¼1:24�10�5 cm2=s, vE ¼ 1:08� 10�4 cm=s, �Y1

¼
1:468� 10�4 cm2=s, �Y2

¼ 1:474� 10�4 cm2=s, kE ¼
2:6 cm�1, kY1

¼ 2:271 cm�1, and kY2
¼ 3:025 cm�1.

Our fitting parameters for the Yukawa functions are of
the same order of magnitude as those reported in
Ref. [18]; for instance, our �Y1;2 are only 1.5 to 2.5 times

larger than their values. Notice that the BZ concentrations
considered in this earlier, computational work differ from
the ones studied here.

All smooth curves in Figs. 1(c), 3, and 4, are computa-
tional results obtained for the latter parameter values.
Depending on the choice of the interaction function, these
curves are plotted as thick solid (Vi;H), dashed (Vi;E), or

thin solid lines (Vi;Y). Overall we find very good agreement

between our experimental and computational data. The
lack of marked dependencies on the choice of the interac-
tion function is closely related to the small range of d
values accessed in our experiments. The inset of Fig. 3(a)
shows the three interaction functions for the fitted parame-
ters emphasizing the need for further data at smaller dis-
tances. At such distances, however, we do not observe
stationary filaments and the vortex structures annihilate.
This result is indicative of nonrepulsive—and possibly
attractive—interaction between the filament arches and
hence is consistent with our overall description.

Our findings show that the simple model in Eq. (2) is
capable of accounting for the shape and dependencies
of the experimentally observed stationary filaments.
However, additional experiments and simulations are
needed to explore the limits of a description of filament
interaction in terms of filament distances alone. Such
limitations are likely to exist because the interaction is
fully controlled by concentration patterns which are not
uniquely defined by the filaments. Moreover, our results
raise new questions regarding the fundamental nature of
scroll wave pinning. For instance, one can question the
validity of our description of the filament loop as two
separate filament branches. Such an approach seems ap-
propriate for heterogeneities larger than the characteristic
vortex wavelength because such heterogeneities should
terminate the phase singularity in the same way as an

external boundary [27]. Smaller heterogeneities, like the
ones studied here, however, could truly pin the filament
without surface-bound termination. Accordingly, the
scroll’s rotation backbone would continue through the
anchor and resist local curvature at the pinning site. This
stiffness could be an alternative explanation of—or con-
tributing factor to—the dependencies of �ss in Fig. 4.
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